
New Art Classes 
Offered at BDAC 

 

 
♦ Children 
 
♦ Middle School 
 
♦ Adult 
 
 

See Pages 2 - 3 

for  class descriptions and 

sign-up information 

New 

 at the Co-op 
 

Wine About Art 

Upcoming Exhibits 

March Madness 

Open Art Studio 
 

 See pages 4 & 5 

for details! 

Local, Original, Expressive 
 

Exhibits and more for 
March, 2014 

Current Exhibit  

Black, Grey & White 
 

Now through March 29 
 

Come and see how beautiful black, grey and white can be in art! Taken 

back to the basics of values, artists at BDAC created an amazing array  

of works without color. Take some time to stop in and look closely at  

the variety of mediums and subject matter.  

 

BDAC Exhibits at Taube  

 

The full members of BDAC are exhibiting  

at the Taube Museum of Art in Minot now through 

March 28. It is a diverse exhibit, showcasing  

each artist’s best works. If you are in the Minot  

area, be sure to stop by to see the show. They are 

located at #2 North Main Street (downtown). 

Charcoal Drawing 

by Dakota Noot 

Detail of Basher 

by Melissa Gordon 

Lining up paintings Wrapping for transport 



March/April Classes at BDAC: Children 
 
 

March Classes - Celebrate Art Youth Month with a Month of  Masters!  
 

Gooey Van Gogh     Instructor: Paul Noot  

Saturday March 8th ♦ 10am-12noon ♦ Grades 2-6 ♦ Price $35  

Students will create a work of art using thick paint and bright colors in the style of Vincent Van Gogh.  

Students that stay all day will be able to decorate a birthday cake similar to his paintings.  
 

Funky Faces with Picasso     Instructor: Ali LaRock  

Saturday March 8th  ♦ 1-3pm ♦ Grades 2-6 ♦ Price $35  

Learn about Picasso and his portraits created in the famous style of cubism. Create funky faces with a variety  

of materials like oil pastels, markers, colored pencil, and watercolor paint.  
 

Get Abstract!     Instructor: Ali LaRock  

Saturday March 22nd ♦ 10am-12noon ♦ Grades 2-6 ♦ Price $35  

Get inspired by famous abstract artists and create fun and expressive works with drawing, painting, and found 

materials. Splatter like Jackson Pollock, use color like Mark Rothko and Wassily Kandinsky, or be inventive and 

ignore the rules like Robert Rauschenberg. Enjoy the creative explosion of abstract art!  
 

Andy Warhol and Pop Artists     Instructor: Paul Noot  

Saturday March 22nd  ♦ 1-3pm ♦ Grades 2-6 ♦ Price $35  

Students will look at Pop Art images and create whimsical paintings. Markers, crayons and paint will be used.  

 

♦ Sign up: Email name of student, classes attending, and parent/guardian contact information to  

   bismarckdac@gmail.com. Please sign up as early as possible to ensure the classes to fill and to allow for  

   planning and supplies. Call 701-527-9732 for questions.  
 

♦ Location: 222 N 4th Street Downtown Bismarck. BDAC is a gallery space run by local artists.  
 

♦ The main entrance is on 4th street on the east side of the building. There is also a handicapped accessible  

    entrance on the north side on Thayer Street.  
 

♦ Payment: Pay with cash or check at time of class.  
 

♦ Lunch break: Students are welcome to stay over lunch break when taking classes all day and will be  

   supervised. This service is provided as part of the class fees. Please provide a sack lunch and snacks. Fridge is  

   available.  

 

April Classes - Recycle, Rethink, Recreate!  
 

Fun with Paper     Instructor: Ali LaRock  

Saturday April 5th ♦ 10am-12pm ♦ Grades K-6 ♦ Price: $35  

Use old magazines, cereal boxes, cardboard, wrapping papers, and more to cut, fold, glue, collage and build with! 

The possibilities with paper are endless…supplies are provided but feel free to bring any recycled paper you wish 

to work with.  

 

Paint It     Instructor: Paul Noot  

Saturday April 5th ♦ 1-3pm ♦ Grades K-6 ♦ Price $35  

Students will create a painting on non-traditional surfaces. Your imagination will be tested by using unique  

materials such as cardboard and foam.  
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Junk Bots and Creatures     Instructor: Ali LaRock  

Saturday April 12th ♦ 10am-12 noon ♦ Grades 2-6 ♦ Price $35  

Create your own junk robots and creatures with recyclable materials such as tin cans, bottle caps, old toy parts, 

and a variety of other interesting items. Students will imagine as they build and find inspiration as they sort 

through the ‘junk’ to create art!  

 

Build and Glue It     Instructor: Paul Noot  

Saturday April 12th ♦ 1-3pm Grades ♦ 2-6 Price $35  

Students will create wood sculptures from scraps of wood. The perfect class for the child that likes to nail, glue 

and paint.  

 

New! Middle School Art Workshops 
 

Saturday, April 26th: For all students in grades 6, 7, 8 

 

Exploring Drawing with Paul Noot  9:00-11:30 am 

Students will learn to challenge themselves by adding more depth and texture along with exploring creativity 

using brainstorming techniques to strengthen their skills and art making. Colored pencils, and ink pens will  

be explored. 

 

Exploring Painting with Ali LaRock  12:30-3:00 pm 

Students will learn and experience a variety of techniques and processes with acrylic and watercolor.   

We will explore both realistic and abstract painting on paper and canvas.  Free your creativity as you paint  

from imagination and observation. 
 

Cost: $40 per class or register for both for $70. 
 

Adult Workshops 
 

Beginning Drawing for Adults     Instructor: Melissa Gordon 

Saturday March 15, 10am-1pm ♦ Cost: $35 per person or sign up with a friend and you each get $5 off. 

Grab a pencil and some paper and learn the basic skills needed to start drawing from life! Students will learn how 

to break down their subjects into shapes and use pencils to render and shade a variety of subjects. 

 

Painting from the Intuition     Instructor: Ali LaRock 

Saturday March, 29th 1pm-4:30pm ♦ Cost: $45 per person or sign up with a friend and you each get $5 off. 

Free up your creativity! This class will focus on spontaneity and letting go of inhibitions by exploring and  

experimenting with a variety of painting techniques and processes with watercolor and acrylic.  Bring a paint 

shirt - things may get messy! All supplies provided by the instructor. 
 

BDAC Website  

 

The BDAC website is up and running! Huge thanks go to Ali LaRock for the creation and upkeep 

of the site. Look for more information to be added on our artists as it becomes available. The site 

will also give you information on exhibits, classes and special events at the Co-op. Log on to 

www.bismarckdac.com   
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‘Wine About Art’ Nights at BDAC 
 

Enjoy a night out getting creative! Art is the perfect escape and outlet for the stressful lives we lead. All  

experience levels welcome. Bring your own wine or favorite drink if desired. Coffee and tea will be provided.  

‘Wine About Art Classes’ are $35 each or two for $60. Sign up with a friend and you each get $5 off.  Classes  

are listed below. 
 

 

Basic Watercolor     Instructor: Paul Noot 

Thursday March 20, 7pm-9:30pm 

Get ready to learn basic watercolor techniques. Participants will learn techniques, color theory and painting a 

landscape or flower. All supplies provided by instructor. 

 

Handmade Books     Instructor: Ali LaRock 

Friday April 11, 7pm-9:30pm 

Create handmade books to express your stories, ideas, and images. In this class we will create both a soft cover 

and hardcover book. Learn the basic processes then use your own creativity to turn your books into personal 

works of art. 

 

The Value of Lights and Darks     Instructor: Melissa Gordon 

Friday April 18, 7pm-9:30pm 

This adult drawing class will focus on the way in which light and shadow can be used to render a  

three-dimensional object using colored paper and charcoal. Students can bring their own black and white  

reference material or use examples in class. All supplies provided by instructor. 

 

Funky Flower Pots     Instructor: Ali LaRock 

Saturday April 26, 7pm-9:30pm 

Spring is on its way! Get ready by creating your own hand-painted flower pot. A variety of fun acrylic techniques 

will be offered so participants can transform their terra cotta pot in their own personal style. Pots will be sealed 

inside and out to with polyurethane to prevent the paint from getting damaged.  All materials and one terra cotta 

pot will be provided for each participant. Feel free to bring additional pots if you wish. 

 

Exploring Watercolor     Instructor: Paul Noot 

Thursday May 1, 7pm-9:30pm 

A great class to let it all out. Participants will explore and experiment with watercolor. Abstraction and intuition 

will be emphasized along with some basic watercolor terminology. All supplies provided by instructor. 

 

 

Sign up: Email name of student, classes attending, and contact information to bismarckdac@gmail.com Please 

sign up as early as possible to ensure the classes to fill and to allow for planning and supplies.  Classes need a 

minimum of four participants.  

 

Call 701-527-9732 for questions. 
 

Payment: Pay with cash or check at time of class.  
 

Location: 222 N 4th Street, Downtown Bismarck. BDAC is a gallery space run by local artists. The main  

entrance is on 4th street on the east side of the building. There is also a handicapped accessible entrance on the 

north side on Thayer Street. 
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Upcoming Exhibits 
 

Reuse, Upcycle, Recreate 

April 4-April 26     Opening Reception April 4, 5:30-8:30 
 

This exhibit features artwork by full and supporting members that is created from recycled  

materials. Innovation, creativity, and unexpected art! 

 

East Meets West, Co-op Swap 

May-June      Dates and Opening TBA 
 

BDAC and Gallery 4, an artist cooperative in Fargo, are having an art swap. Stop into the  

gallery and see what's happening on the eastern side of the state!  

 

Art in Bloom 

July 11-August 2     Opening Reception July 11, 5:30-8:30. 
 

This exhibit brings together the word of visual art and floral arrangement. BDAC invites local 

florists to select pieces of art in the gallery of their choice and create arrangements inspired by 

the color, shape, and textures. The artwork featured is work created by full and supporting 

members with the theme of Art in Bloom left open for personal interpretation.  
 

March Movie Madness! 

 

Join us on Fridays the month of March for art films, popcorn, and refreshments. These events 

are free and open to the public! All movies start at 7:00 and there will be a short discussion  

afterward for those who wish to stay. 
 

•   March 7   Frida 

•   March 14 The Girl with the Pearl Earring 

•   March 21 Pollock 

•   March 28 Exit Through the Gift Shop 
 

Open Art Studio 

 

The first and last Saturday of each month beginning in March, BDAC artists will hold an open 

studio, working on art pieces or leading discussions about art from 5-8 PM. Our first session 

will be held on March 1 at the Co-op. Melissa Gordon will lead a discussion on copyright. For 

a preview, check her article on pages 7 - 8. This is important information every artist should be 

aware of! 
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Why Collect Art? 
 

 

By Paul Noot 

 

When buying art, a statement is being made about your home and the values of collecting original art. 

Collecting art should be a personal enjoyment. Creativity is important and you are supporting the artist. 

Research the artist, and the art styles that you enjoy. Learn as much as you can about the purchase. 

Take time to appreciate and understand the work you are purchasing. Document the collection so you 

have records of price, media, location of purchase and a resume of the artist. 
 

Join a gallery such as BDAC or BAGA. They will keep you  

informed on what is happening locally. Look through art  

magazines or the Internet keeping informed on what is  

happening with the art world. Planning trips to Fargo and  

Minneapolis will also help in building an aesthetic and  

appreciation of art. Your collection may focus on regional  

artists or choose styles that are exciting and refreshing. Buying 

works from several galleries will allow your collection to grow. 
  

Purchasing artwork is personal and an extension of who you are as a human being.  Connecting to a 

work of art usually means that you have somehow personally been emotionally moved by the art or the 

artist. Purchase art that moves you spiritually. The art will hang in your home and will inspire for 

years. Buy art that is personal; and do not buy because it will match your sofa. Be true to your tastes 

and what feels right inside. The art will give you pleasure for years to come. Cars rust, clothes fade, 

but art will not rust and go out of style. Buying art at hobby stores and decorating outlets really serves 

no purpose. It is manufactured, reproduced and it doesn’t support local artists that put their souls and 

hard work in creating original works of art. Art is an investment when you buy original works. 
 

Art is usually universal and will hold its merit forever. Building a collection should be centered on 

your passion for the love of art and not some fad. Do not be afraid to buy a few pieces from an artist. 

Sometimes artists will change up their style and you want to add a few examples of their art to the  

collection. Art should enhance your home. It is perfectly fine to hang different styles of art together as 

in salon style method of hanging. At BDAC most of the work is hung in the salon style and it is  

perfectly all right to do the same at your home.  
 

As a collector myself, I have found that placing pieces in unique 

spots so they can be viewed at certain times of the day. In my  

bedroom there is a wall with works that I enjoy looking at when I 

am about to sleep for the night. I also have a few pieces hanging 

directly across from my sofa that relax me after a long day at 

work. As a collector you should educate yourself about the artist, 

the style and the media. Buying original art is allowing the artist to 

create and survive. When you invest in a piece of art, it becomes an investment in the artist and the 

gallery that is selling art. Build your collection so that it is always evolving and never static. Rotate the 

art or mix it up on how it is hanging in your home. Buying original art is a statement and that you  

believe in the artist.  
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Copyright 
 

By Melissa Gordon 

 

What is Copyright? This is the official name 

of a bundle of rights given to the author of a 

creative work to prevent third parties from 

making a profit on a work which is not their 

own. Legislation began on Copyright law in 

1886 and the laws have changed and evolved 

with technology and the ability to reproduce 

creative works. 

 

Today’s copyright laws no longer require the  

familiar circled c symbol to appear on the 

work. It is granted the moment the work is 

fixed in a tangible form, for instance, a 

sketched idea for a painting drawn on paper. 

Copyright is granted to the original author of 

a creative work immediately and includes 

works of Visual Arts including Photography,  

Literature, Music, Drama, Pantomimes &  

Choreography, Pictorial Graphics, Sculpture,  

Audio-Visual Works and Architecture,  

provided the work is recorded in a way which 

another person can view it. 

 

Copyrights are effective for the length of the 

author’s life plus 70 years. Copyright is  

considered personal property and can be  

included as part of an estate. Heirs to the  

estate can apply for copyright transfer to  

extend the copyright of the work in question. 

In a Work-for-hire or employment situation, 

the work is protected for 95 years after first 

publication or 120 years after its creation and 

the copyright belongs to the employer.  

 

A registered copyright establishes a public 

record or paper trail of your work. In order to 

file a claim of infringement, you must have 

the work registered with the Copyright Office. 

Should you successfully prove copyright  

violation during the time the work was  

registered, not only will you recover the profits 

made by the third party using your work,  

statutory damages and attorney fees are also 

recoverable. 

 

So what work should you protect? Any work 

which is published requires the author by law 

to register the work with the Copyright Office. 

This would include things like magazine or 

book illustration or photographs used for  

calendars and brochures. Works which appear 

online, such as in an online portfolio or gallery 

site easily accessed by the general public 

should be registered before uploading. Should 

work be copied from the internet, the site from 

which it is taken cannot be held responsible for 

infringement of third parties, only the party 

who copied the work can be held liable. Works 

which are mass produced such as posters and 

prints should be registered before reproduction 

occurs. File a copyright claim before signing 

any licensing contract with a third party as well 

and NEVER sign over your copyright unless 

you are certain you never want to make money 

from that work again. 

 

How do you go about filing for a copyright? 

There are three basic things that need to be put 

in place. A completed application, filing fee 

and copy of the work being submitted. The  

entire process can be done online at 

www.copyright.gov for around $35.00. A  

registered Copyright takes effect the moment 

all three pieces are in place. If the application 

is incomplete or the Copyright office is unable 

to file the work, a letter of rejection will be 

sent to the applicant along with a description   

of why approval was denied.  

 

Continued on next page… 
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       222 North 4th Street 

   Ste. 202 

             Bismarck, ND 58501    
 

701-202-3400 (BDAC) 

bismarckdac@gmail.com    

www.facebook.com/BismarckDowntownArtistCooperative  

   Website: www.bismarckdac.com 

Sometimes, it is allowable to make a copy of 

someone else’s work. The term for this is Fair 

Use. If a copy is being made for educational 

purposes, parody or satirical reasons, criticism 

or comment or for research, using an image or 

part of a text can be allowable.  

 

Determining Fair Use involves deciding if the 

copy is damaging to the author by considering if 

the original author’s rights are diminished. A 

copy made for profit would not be considered 

Fair Use. The amount of material copied is also 

a factor. Has more than a reasonable amount 

been used when the amount of text could have 

been rewritten? Has the marketability of the 

original work been compromised? All of these 

questions should be considered before using  

material that is not your own. 

 

With the advent of the internet and the ability of 

people to copy many different images, music 

and video online, copyright laws have become 

harder and harder to enforce. Legislation is  

currently underway to establish the issue of the 

internet and its easy access to the creative works 

of others. A grassroots organization called  

Creative Commons is also attempting to register 

works that may be used by others without  

express written permission of the owner of the 

copyright and is gaining momentum in the  

digital world, but this material is clearly labeled 

as such. 

 

Copyright laws were designed to protect creative 

people and the work they produce. Artists have 

the right to control where and when their works 

can be seen and used, as well as be paid for their 

efforts. The general public needs to be aware 

that using another’s work without their  

permission is against the law and by taking  

others’ creative property, the right and ability to 

make a living is compromised. 

 

Bismarck Downtown Artist Cooperative will be 

holding an Open Art Studio discussion on  

Copyright law led by Melissa Gordon Saturday, 

March 1 from 5 pm – 8 pm. We will discuss the 

different terms and protections available for  

creative people as well as how to register your 

work online. This event is free and open to the 

public. Anyone with questions about Copyright 

law is encouraged to attend. 

 

Disclaimer: The information contained in this 

article is readily available at 

www.copyright.gov . The author is not a  

lawyer, nor should any information in this  

article be considered legal advice. 
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Hours: 
 
Thursday 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM 
 

Friday  10:00 AM - 6:00 PM 
 

Saturday 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM 
 

Happily by Appointment: 

(701) 391-8803 

http/www.bismarckdac.com
http://www.copyright.gov

